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Restoration Ranch
Restoring Children, Raising Leaders, Reaching Nations

Next Stage

We are truly excited
about all the
progress
happening at

Life on The Ranch
Fresh air, Nutritious food grown on the property, and Fun.
Liam and Nico Miller have moved into Restoration Ranch, and we absolutely
love seeing children run and play and ride their little cars on the property.
The sounds of laughter (and of tears too) ring out all the time. We've been
longing to see little ones take up residence in the place God has prepared for
them, and that so many of you have sown love, prayers, and finances into.
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WILL AND TARA

ARIEL GRACIANO

DANNY AND DENISE

We welcome the Miller
family and Filters of
Hope

After years of laboring
together as volunteer,
Ariel now works with
us.

Danny is excited to
spend more time
preaching.
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Restoration Ranch
this year. It’s like
2017 has started off
with a bang and is
telling us that the

roots are strong and
this year we see the
fruit of what has
been sown!
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The Next Stage of RR
The board has elected Denise as the
new President and director of RR
At Danny’s request, and because of his deep
desire to spend more time in preaching and
teaching the Word of God, the board
unanimously accepted his resignation and his
request that Denise be elected as president of
Restoration Ranch.

Ariel Graciano

“Danny’s talents helped
take it this far, now
Denise’s will lead the
next phase.”

Many of you will recognize
Ariel Graciano as the young
husband and father who,
along with his wife, helps us
with ministry at La Curva
community. Thanks to a
church who has agreed to
sponsor him to work with us at Restoration
Ranch, he is now working five days per week
on the property. A second church is sponsoring
his insurance and social security costs we have

We are experiencing an excitement around us
and in us, and know that this is God’s plan for
this stage of growth of Restoration Ranch. We
see that within weeks we may be able to bring
our first house parents on staff. As we add
parents and children, sponsorships will be
needed and available, and we look forward to
seeing these relationships created. Please pray
for these children, us, and these house parents.

to provide. Together it’s possible. He is a
loving and hard-working man, with a
mechanical and artistic gift, and he uses those
gifts to minister to children and to anyone else
with whom he comes in contact. We are
delighted to add him to our staff.

MEET WILL AND TARA MILLER
A delightful young family has joined us at Restoration Ranch, and
we are so excited to have them. Will and Tara have lived in the
D.R. for three years, have learned Spanish, and are acclimated to
the local culture. They bring a fresh perspective to us and
youthful energy, as well as experience of working in other
nations. Their son, Liam, was born in the Philippines, and Nico
was born here. They are field reps for Filters of Hope, an
organization that helps provide water filters for those who can’t
afford to purchase potable water. And now they bring their
experiences and their passion to Restoration Ranch.
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